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Annual Course Listing
1969-1970
Office of the Registrar
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, Illinois

ANNUAL COURSE LISTING
Fall 1969
Winter 1970
Spring 1970
Summer 1970
Southern Illinois University
at
Edwardsville
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2012 with funding from
CARLI: Consortium of Academic and Research Libraries in Illinois
http://www.archive.org/details/southernillinois111sout
The Annual Course Listing includes all
courses which are to be taught from fall, 1969
through summer, 1970. Time, location, and number
of sections will be produced in the quarterly
Schedule of Classes available approximately on
the following dates:
Fall, 1969 - August 1, 1969
Winter, 1970 - November 1, 1969
Spring, 1970 - February 1, 1970
Summer, 1970 - March 15, 1970
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
Edwardsville Campus
Fall Quarter, 1969
New Student Week
Quarter Begins
Thanksgiving Vacation
Final Examinations
Sunday-Tuesday, September 21-23
Wednesday, September 24
Tuesday 10 P.M. -Monday
8:00 A.M., November 25-December 1
Monday-Saturday, December 15-20
Winter Quarter, 1970
Quarter Begins
Final Examinations
Monday, January 5
Monday-Saturday, March 16-21
Spring Quarter, 1970
Quarter Begins
Memorial Day Holiday
Final Examinations
Commencement
Monday, March 30
Friday, May 29
Monday-Saturday, June 8-13
Saturday, June 13
Summer Quarter, 1970
Quarter Begins
Independence Day Holiday
Final Examinations
Commencement
Monday, June 22
Friday, July 3
Monday-Friday, August 31-
September 4
Friday, September 4
ANNUAL COURSE LISTING
Fall, 1969 through Summer, 1970
urse Offered Hrs Title
NERAL STUDIES AREA A
A 101A F W Sp s 5
A 101C F W Sp s 3
A 110A F W Sp s 4
A HOB F W Sp s 4
A 201A F Sp s 4
A 201B W Sp s 4
A 312 F W Sp s 3
A 322 F Sp 3
A 328 F 3
A 330 F W Sp s 3
A 331 F W Sp s 3
A 350 F W Sp s 3
A 352 F W Sp 3
A 356 F W Sp s 3
A 363A F W Sp s 3
A 363B W Sp 3
A 365 F 3
Introduction to Physical Science
Introduction to Physical Science
Earth and Its Environment
Earth and Its Environment
Man's Biological Inheritance
Man's Biological Inheritance
Conservation of Natural Resources
Rocks and Minerals
Human Reproduction
Weather
Climate
Atomic Energy
Radiation and Life
Astronomy
Philosophy of Science
Philosophy of Science
Human Origins
NERAL STUDIES AREA B
B 101B F W Sp S 4
B 10 1C F W Sp S 4
B 103A F W Sp S 4
B 103B F W Sp S 4
B 201A F W Sp S 4
B 201C F W Sp S 4
B 203A F W Sp S 4
:b 203B F W Sp S 4
B 300A F W Sp s 3
B 300B F W Sp s 3
B 300C F W Sp s 3
B 311 F Sp 3
B 312 w s 3
B 318A w 3
B 318B Sp 3
B 331 F w Sp s 3
B 341 F w Sp s 3
B 351A F 3
B 369 Sp 3
B 388 F w Sp s 3
Survey of Western Tradition
Survey of Western Tradition
Sociology-Economics
Sociology-Economics
Individual and His Cult. Environment
Individual and His Cult. Environment
Amer. Politics in the World
Environment
Amer. Politics in the World
Environment
History of U.S.
History of U.S.
History of U.S.
Economic Development of the U.S.
Comparative Economic Systems
American State and Local Govt.
American State and Local Govt.
Amer. Educational Systems
Marriage
Geographic and Cult. Background of
Developing Africa
Contemporary Far East
Communism
INERAL STUDIES AREA C
iC 151 F W Sp S 3
»c 155 F W Sp S 5
iC 156 F W Sp S 5
Introduction to Poetry
Introduction to Art
Intro, to Music History-Literature
Course Off.sred Hrs.
GSC 157 F W Sp s 5
GSC 158 Sp 5
GSC 252 F W Sp s 4
GSC 253 F W Sp s 4
GSC 254 F W Sp s 4
GSC 313 F Sp s 3
GSC 315 F W 3
GSC 333 F Sp 3
GSC 335 F W Sp s 3
GSC 337 F W Sp 3
GSC 339 F w Sp 3
GSC 345B F Sp 3
GSC 345C w 3
GSC 354A F Sp s 3
GSC 354B F w s 3
GSC 354C w Sp 3
GSC 357 w s 3
GSC 360A w 3
GSC 360B Sp 3
GSC 363A F w Sp s 3
GSC 363B w Sp 3
GSC 370A F 3
GSC 370B w 3
GSC 370C Sp 3
GSC 375A F w Sp s 3
GSC 390 w Sp 3
GSC 391 w 3
Title
Dramatic Media
The Fine Arts
Logic
Literary Masterpieces of Antiquity
Philosophical Masterpieces
Folklore
Studies in Biography
Bible as Literature
Studies in Short Fiction
English Language Heritage
Classical Mythology
Masterpieces of World Literature
Masterpieces of World Literature
History of the Theater
History of the Theater
History of the Theater
History of Music Literature
Arts and Ideals in Famous Cities
Arts and Ideals in Famous Cities
Philosophies of Science
Philosophies of Science
rAmerican Art
American Art
American Art
Ethics
Existentialism
Pragmatism
GENERAL STUDIES AREA D
GSD 101A F W Sp s 3
GSD 101B F w Sp s 3
GSD 103 F w Sp s 3
GSD 112A F w s 4
GSD 112B F w Sp 5
GSD 114A F w Sp s 5
GSD 114C F w Sp s 4
GSD 114D F w Sp s 4
GSD 123A F w s 3
GSD 123B w Sp s 3
GSD 123C Sp s 3
GSD 126A F w s 3
GSD 126B w Sp s 3
GSD 126C Sp s 3
GSD 136A F 3
GSD 136B w 3
GSD 136C Sp 3
GSD 140A F w s 3
GSD 140B w Sp s 3
GSD 140C Sp s 3
GSD 144A F 3
GSD 144B w 3
GSD 144C Sp 3
English Composition
English Composition
Oral Communication of Ideas
Introduction to Mathematics
Introduction to Mathematics
College Algebra and Trigonometry
College Algebra and Trigonometry
Statistics
Elementary French
Elementary French
Elementary French
Elementary German
Elementary German
Elementary German
Elementary Russian
Elementary Russian
Elementary Russian
Elementary Spanish
Elementary Spanish
Elementary Spanish
Elementary Italian
Elementary Italian
Elementary Italian
GENERAL STUDIES AREA E
GSE 101D Sp S 1
GSE 102 F W Sp 1
GSE 104C W 1
Life Saving
Physical Fitness Men
Basketball
; arse Offered
F Sp
Hrs.
;e 104F 1
;e 104N F Sp 1
;e 104T F Sp 1
;e 104U F W 1
:e HID Sp s 1
:e 112 F W Sp 1
:e 114C w 1
;e 114F F Sp 1
:e 114G F 1
E 1140 F Sp 1
E 115A F w Sp s 1
E 115B F w Sp s 1
E 115C F w Sp s 1
E 116A Sp s 1
E 116B Sp s 1
E 117A F w Sp s 1
E 117B F w Sp s 1
E 117C F w Sp s 1
E 117D F w Sp s 1
E 117E F w Sp s 1
E 117F F w Sp s 1
E 118A F w Sp s 1
E 118B w Sp 1
E 118D F w Sp s 1
IE 118E F Sp s 1
IE 118F w Sp 1
Ie 118H F Sp s 1
;e 1181 F w Sp s 1
IE 118L s 1
IE 118M w Sp 1
IE 1180 s 1
SE 118R w Sp 1
IE 118S w Sp 1
;e 118W Sp 1
;e 118Z F w Sp 1
;e 201 F w Sp s 3
ICOUNTING
:ct 230 F Sp 4
:ct 231 w Sp s 4
:ct 330 F w Sp 4
:ct 331 F w Sp 4
:ct 341 F w Sp 4
:ct 351A F w Sp 4
:ct 351B w Sp s 4
:ct 453 w Sp s 4
:ct 456 w Sp s 4
:ct 530 Sp 4
:ct 533 F 4
:ct 538 s 4
Title
Soccer
Cross Country
Touch Football
Wrestling
Life Saving
Body Movement Women
Basketball
Soccer
Speedball
Physical Conditioning
Restricted P.E. Men and Women
Restricted P.E. Men and Women
Restricted P.E. Men and Women
Beginning Swimming
Intermediate Swimming
Square Dance
Folk Dance
Social Dance
Beginning Contemporary Dance
Intermediate Contemporary Dance
Basic Rhythms
Archery
Badminton
Bowling
Golf
Billiards
Tennis
Volleyball
Sailing
Fencing
Boating and Canoeing
Stunts and Tumbling
Gymnastics
Track and Field
Recreation Sports
Healthful Living
Accounting Principles
Financial Accounting
Managerial Cost and Budaeting
Principles of Income Taxation
Cost Accounting
Accounting Theory and Problems I
Accounting Theory and Problems II
Advanced Accounting Problems
Auditing
Conceptual Framework of Accounting
Managerial Accounting
Seminar in Accounting
ilROSPACE STUDIES
S 300 F W Sp
s 301 F 3
s 302 W 3
s 303 Sp 3
s 350 Sp 2
Corps Training
Aerospace Power
Aerospace Power
Aerospace Power
Flight Navigation
Course Offered Hrs. Title
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH 305A W 3
ANTH 305B Sp 3
ANTH 367 W 3
ANTH 400 F Sp 4
ANTH 408 w 4
ANTH 424 w 4
ANTH 432 Sp 4
ANTH 452 Sd 4
ANTH 482 Sp 4
ANTH 483 F w Sp s 4
ANTH 507A F 3
ANTH 586 F w Sp s 3 12
Peoples and Culture
Peoples and Culture
Growth of New World
Man and Culture
History of Anthropo
Culture and Persona
Archaeoloay of the
Political Anthropol
Indians of the Plai
Individual Study in
Pro-seminar in Soci
Advanced Readings i
s of the World I
s of the World I
Civilization
logical Thought
lity
Midwest
ogy
ns
Anthropology
al Anthropology
n Anthropology
ART
ART 100A F W Sp s 5
ART 100B F W Sp s 5
ART 100C F w Sp s 5
ART 202A F w Sp 5
ART 202B F w Sp s 5
ART 202C F w Sp s 5
ART 225A F 3
ART 225B w 3
ART 225C Sp 3
ART 300A F w Sp s 4
ART 300B F w Sp s 4
ART 300C Sp 4
ART 305A F w Sp s 4
ART 305B F w Sp s 4
ART 305C F w Sp s 4
ART 310A F w Sp s 4
ART 310B F w Sp s 4
ART 310C F w Sp s 4
ART 312A w 4
ART 312B Sp 4
ART 325A F w Sp s 4
ART 325B F w Sp s 4
ART 325C F w Sp s 4
ART 349 F 3
ART 358A F w Sp s 4
ART 358B F w Sp s 4
ART 358C F w Sp s 4
ART 365 F Sp 4
ART 393A F w Sp s 4
ART 393B F w Sp s 4
ART 393C F w Sp s 4
ART 401 F w Sp s
ART 405 F w Sp s
ART 406 F w Sp s
ART 416 F w Sp s
ART 426 F w Sp s
ART 441 F Sp s
ART 460 F w Sp
ART 466 w Sp
ART 483 F w Sp s
ART 501 F w Sp s
Basdc Studio
Basic Studio
Basic Studio
Intermediate Studio I
Intermediate Studio II
Intermediate Studio III
History of World Art
History of World Art
History of World Art
Art Education
Art Education
Art Education
Advanced Ceramics
Advanced Ceramics
Advanced Ceramics
Painting
Painting
Painting
Design I
Design II
Studio
Studio
Studio
Renaissance and Baroque Art
Prints
Prints
Prints
Art Educ . in the Secondary School
Sculpture
Sculpture
Sculpture
Research in Painting
Studio in Sculpture
Studio in Painting
Studio in Prints
Studio in Pottery
Studio in Drawing
Research in Art Education
Studio in Art Education
Research in Art History
Seminar in Painting
urse Offered
T 502 F W Sp S
T 511 F W Sp S
T 520 F W Sp S
T 56 F W Sp S
T 56 6 F W Sp S
T 571 F W Sp S
.T 599 F W Sp S
Hrs
OLOGY
OL 301A F 4
iOL 301B W 4
OL 301C Sp 4
^OL 302A F 5
SOL 302B W 5
OL 302C Sp 5
j.OL 302D Sp 5
jOL 303A F 4
JOL 303B W 3
I'OL 303C Sp 4
|OL 310A W s 4
(OL 310B w s 2
OL 311 F Sp 5
:ol 390A F 0-1
OL 390B w 0-1
:ol 390C Sp 0-1
;ol 415 w 4
OL 441 F 3
:ol 442 F 1
;ol 447 F 4
OL 458 w 5
:ol 493 F w Sp s
:ol 501 F 2
J:oL 504B F 3
OL 580 F 4
.OL 581 w 4
:ol 590A F 1
:ol 590B w 1
:ol 590C Sp 1
:ol 591 F w Sp s
OL 593 F w Sp s
OL 599 F w Sp s
Title
Seminar in Sculpture
Seminar in Prints
Seminar in Pottery
Seminar in Art Education
Research in Art Education
Readings in Art History
Thesis
Concepts at the Cellu
Concepts at the Cellu
Concepts at the Cellu
Concepts at the Organ
Concepts at the Organ
Concepts at the Organ
Concepts at the Organ
Concepts at the Popul
Concepts at the Popul
Concepts at the Popul
Human Anatomy and Phy
Human Anatomy and Phy
Applied Bacteriolocry
Undergraduate Biology
Undergraduate Biology
Undergraduate Bioloay
Experimental Embryolo
Mammalian Physiology
Mammalian Physiology
Topics in Plant Physi
Functional Morphology
Research in Biology
Research Orientation
Instructional Innovat
Secondary School Bio
Advanced Invertebrate
Helminthology
Graduate Biology Semi
Graduate Biology Semi
Graduate Biology Semi
Readings in Biology
Special Problems in B
Research and Thesis
lar Level
lar Level
lar Level
ism Level
ism Level
ism Level
ism Level
ation Level
ation Level
ation Level
siology
siology
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
gy
Laboratory
ology
of Vertebrates
ion in
logy
nar
nar
nar
iology
fSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
: 3 90 F Sp 4 Business Communications
jlEMI
jlEM
STRY
110 W 4
IEM 111A F W s 5
IEM 111B F w Sp 5
IEM 111C w Sp s 5
IEM 235 F Sp s 5
[EM 240 Sp 4
[EM 250 4
IIEM 305A F 3
General and Inorganic Chem.
Chem. Principles and Inorg. Chem,
Chem. Principles and Inorg. Chem,
Chem. Principles and Inorg. Chem,
General Quantitative Analysis
Organic Chemistry
Biochemistry and Nutrition
Organic Chem. , Preprofessional
Course Off(sred Hrs.
CHEM 305B W 3
CHEM 311 s 3
CHEM 336 4
CHEM 341A F 3
CHEM 341B W 3
CHEM 341C Sp 3
CHEM 345A F W Sp 2
CHEM 345B F W Sp 2
CHEM 345C F W Sp 2
CHEM 375 F W Sp s
CHEM 411 Sp 4 -5
CHEM 412 s 3
CHEM 432A W 4
CHEM 432B Sp 4
CHEM 433 F 3
CHEM 444 F 3
CHEM 446 W 4
CHEM 447 3
CHEM 4 51A W 3
CHEM 451B Sp 3
CHEM 455A W 1
CHEM 455B Sp 1
CHEM 460 s 5
CHEM 461A F 4
CHEM 461B W 4
CHEM 461C Sp 4
CHEM 464 3
CHEM 490 F 2
CHEM 496 F W Sp s
CHEM 511A w 3
CHEM 511B 3
CHEM 511C 3
CHEM 517 3
CHEM 519 Sp
CHEM 531 Sp 3
CHEM 539
CHEM 541 Sp 3
CHEM 547
CHEM 549 w
CHEM 561 3
CHEM 562 F 3
CHEM 569 s
CHEM 575 F w Sp s
CHEM 597 F w Sp s
Title
Organic Chem. , Preprofessional
Inorganic Chemistry
Analytical Chem.
Organic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry Lab.
Organic Chemistry Lab.
Organic Chemistry Lab.
Chemistry Seminar
Intermediate Inorganic Chem.
Inorganic Preparation
Instrumental Analytical Measurements
Instrumental Analytical Measurements
Intermediate Quantitative Analysis
Organic Reactions
Qualitative Organic Analysis
Quantitative Organic Chem.
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Experimental Methods in Biochemistry
Experimental Methods in Biochemistry
Theoretical Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Intermediate Physical Chemistry
Chemical Literature
Chemical Problems
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
Lab. Techniques in Inorganic Chem.
Advanced Topics in Inorganic Chem.
Theory of Quantitative Analysis
Advanced Topics in Analytical Chem.
Advanced Organic Chemistry
Advanced Lab . Preparations in
Organic Chemistry
Advanced Topics in Organic Chem.
Chemical Thermodynamics
Atomic and Molecular Structure
Advanced Topics in Physical Chem.
Graduate Seminar
Research and Thesis
CHILD CARE SERVICES
CCS 101 S 4
CCS 103 Sp 2
CCS 105 3
CCS 107 W 2
CCS 109A W 2
CCS 109B Sp 3
CCS 111 F 2
CCS 115 F 2
CCS 117A W 3
CCS 117B Sp 3
CCS 203 3
CCS 207 Sp 4
Child Care
Child and Nutrition
Language Arts
Health and First Aid
Personal Interaction
Personal Interaction
Audio-Visual Aids
Art and Music
Science and Nature
Science and Nature
Parent and Community
Administration of Preschool Centers
ourse Offered Hrs Title
209
211
S 4 Preschool Practicum
S 4 Socially Disadvantaged Child
DUNSELOR EDUCATION
ED 305 F W Sp s 4
ED 410A F 2
ED 410B W 2
ED 420 F W Sp s 4
ED 422 F w Sp s 4
ED 426 F 4
ED 483 F 6
ED 485 F
ED 501 F w Sp s
ED 510 F Sp 4
ED 511 F w Sp s 4
ED 515 F w Sp s 4
ED 520A F 4
ED 520B W
ED 522 F W Sp 4
ED 525 F W Sp s 4
ED 526 F 4
ED 528 W 4
ED 535 F Sp 4
ED 536A F 4
ED 536B W 4
ED 536C Sp 4
ED 537 F W Sp s 4
ED 538 F W Sp s 4
ED 541 F W Sp s 4
ED 542 F w Sp s 4
ED 543 F w Sp s 4
ED 545A F w Sp s 4
ED 545B F Sp
ED 545F F w Sp 4
ED 545J F w Sp s 4
ED 562A F w Sp s 4
ED 562B F w Sp s 4
ED 575C F w Sp s
ED 576 Sp s
Educational Psychology
Campus Leadership
Campus Leadership
Educational Statistics
Educational Measurements I
Individual Inventory
Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency
Educational Utilization of Community
Resources
Special Research Problems
Student Personnel Services
Educational Implications of
Learning Theories
Psychological Aspects of Education
Educ. Statistics and Experimental
Design
Educ. Statistics and Experimental
Design
Educational Measurements II
School Behavior Problem Prevention
Techniques of Individual Guidance
Advanced Guidance of the Individual
Intro, to Individual Measurement
Appraisal of Intelligence: Child
Appraisal of Intelligence: Child and
Adult
Appraisal of Intelligence
Counseling Theory and Practice I
Counseling Theory and Practice II
Occupational Info, and Guidance
Basic Principles of Guidance
Guidance Through Groups
Seminar: Problems in Guidance
Seminar: Learning and Communication
Seminar: Pupil Adjustment
Seminar: Organization and Admin.
Child Development in Education
Adolescent Development in Education
Practicum in Guidance
Practicum in School Personnel Work
BAN'S COLLEGE
c 10 1A
c 101B
c 101C
c 201A
c 201B
t c 201C
» c 301A
> c 301B
> c 301C
) c 401A
w
w
w
Sp
Sp
Sp
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
4 Honors Hours
Course Offere 5 Hrs.
D C 401B W 4
D C 401C Sp 4
ECONOMICS
ECON 200 F W Sp s 4
ECON 201 F w Sp s 4
ECON 300 F w Sp s 4
ECON 310 F w 4
ECON 317 F 4
ECON 330 F 4
ECON 340 F w s 4
ECON 411 w 4
ECON 416 w 4
ECON 418 w 4
ECON 422 Sp 4
ECON 429 w s 4
ECON 430 F 4
ECON 431 w 3
ECON 432 Sp 3
ECON 436 Sp 3
ECON 441 F w 4
ECON 450A F 3
ECON 450B Sp 3
ECON 465 F 4
ECON 467 w s 4
ECON 472 Sp 4
ECON 473 Sp 4
ECON 481 s 4
ECON 504 w 4
ECON 505 F 4
ECON 512 w 4
ECON 516 Sp 4
ECON 517 - Sp 4
ECON 519 Sp 4
ECON 520 Sp 4
ECON 530 Sp 4
ECON 533 Sp 4
ECON 541 F 4
ECON 542 F 4
ECON 543 w 4
ECON 561 F 4
ECON 566 w 4
ECON 582 w 4
Title
Honors Hours
Honors Hours
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics
Monetary System and Economic Policy
Labor Problems
Economic History of the U.S.
Public Finance I: National
Intermediate Micro Theory
Collective Bargaining and Dispute
Settlement
Money and Banking II
Economic History of Europe
Introduction to Econ. Development
International Economics
Regional Economy
Public Finance II: State and Local
Fiscal Policy of the U.S.
Government and Labor
Intermediate Macro Theory
History of Economic Thought
History of Economic Thought
Mathematical Economics I
Econometrics I
Dynamic Economics : Fluctuations and
Growth
Business Enterprise and Public Policy
Comparative Economic Systems
Economic Analysis
Theory of the Firm
Labor Economics
Econometrics II
Monetary Theory and Policy
Economic Growth
Economic Development Theory and
Policy
International Economics and Finance
Public Finance Theory and Practice
National Income Theory
Price Theory
Seminar in Economic Policy
Advanced Topics in Economic History
Mathematical Economics II
Economic Behavior
EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
EDAD 355 F W Sp s 4
EDAD 420 W s 4
EDAD 431 W s 4
EDAD 432 4
EDAD 434 F w Sp s 4
EDAD 456 F w Sp s 4
EDAD 480 F w Sp s 4
EDAD 490 s
Philosophy of Education
Legal Basis of Amer. Education
History of Education in the U.S.
Public Opinion: Propaganda and Educ
.
Administrator's Workshop
School Supervision
Backgrounds of Urban Education
International Field Study in
Comparative Education
Offeredourse
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
DAD
LEMENTARY EDUCATION
Hrs
500 F W Sp s 4
501 F w Sp s 4
502 w 4
503 F w Sp s
504 4
506 F s 4
511A F w Sp s 4
511B F w Sp s 4
511C F w Sp s 4
520 F Sp 4
524 F w Sp s 4
525 w s 4
533 w s 4
534A F Sp 4
534B w s 4
551 F w Sp 4
553 F w Sp
554 F w Sp s 4
556 w s 4
557 F Sp 4
560 F w Sp s 4
563 F Sp 4
565 F w Sp s 4
575A F w Sp s 2-4
575B F w Sp s
575C F w Sp s
575D F w Sp s
575E F w Sp s
575F F w Sp s
575G F w Sp s
575H F w Sp s
575J F w Sp s
575K F w Sp s
596 F w Sp s
597 F w Sp s
DEL 203 F W Sp 3
DEL 314 F W Sp S 4
DEL 316 W 4
DEL 337 F W Sp S 4
DEL 350D F W Sp S
DEL 350E F W Sp S
DEL 351D F W Sp s
DEL 351E F W Sp s
DEL 413 F W Sp s 4
DEL 415 F W Sp s 4
DEL 433 4
DEL 437 4
DEL 442 F w Sp s 4
DEL 470 3
DEL 480 F w Sp 4
DEL 505 F w Sp s 4
Title
Research Methods
Seminar in Educ . Administration
Seminar in Comparative Education
Seminar in Philosophy of Education
Seminar in History of European Educ.
Seminar: Curriculum and American
Culture
Internship Practicum
Internship Practicum
Internship Practicum
Illinois School Law
School Administration
Personnel Administration
School Buildings
School Finance
School Business Administration
Community Jr. College Curriculum
Practicum in Urban Education
Contrasting Philosophies of Educ.
Seminar in Educ. Supervision
Elementary Principalship
Curriculum
Workshop in School Public Relations
The Jr. College
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Education
Individual Research
Individual Research: Elem. Admin.
Administration
Thesis
Understanding El. School Child
Elem. School Methods
Kindergarten-Primary Methods
Reading in Elem. Schools
Kindergarten-Primary Student
Teaching
Adv. Kindergarten-Primary Student
Teaching
Elementary Student Teaching
Adv. Elem. Student Teaching
Children's Literature
Improvement of Instruction in
Arithmetic in the Elem. School
Workshop in Elem. Education
Problems in Reading
Science for Elem. Teacher
Workshop in Sex Education for
Elementary Teachers
Backgrounds of Urban Education
Improvement of Reading Instruction
Curriculum
Supervision
Buildings
Finance
School Law
Compar. Educ.
History of Educ
Philosophy of
Administration
Course Off ered Hrs.
EDEL 507 F W Sp s
EDEL 509 F W Sp s
EDEL 513 F W Sp s 4
EDEL 514 w 4
EDEL 515 Sp 4
EDEL 518 F s
EDEL 521A F Sp s 4
EDEL 521B F w s 4
EDEL 521C w Sp 4
EDEL 541 s 4
EDEL 542 F w Sp s 4
EDEL 543 F w Sp s 4
EDEL 553 F w Sp
EDEL 557 F w Sp s 4
EDEL 559 s 4
EDEL 561 F w Sp s 4
EDEL 567A F 4
EDEL 567B w 4
EDEL 567C Sp 4
EDEL 575A F w Sp s
EDEL 575B F w Sp s
EDEL 575C F w Sp s
EDEL 575D F w Sp s
EDEL 575E F w Sp s
EDEL 575F F w Sp s
EDEL 575G F w Sp s
EDEL 575H F w Sp s
EDEL 575J F w Sp s
EDEL 575K F w Sp s
EDEL 596 F w Sp s
EDEL 597 F w Sp s
EDEL 598 F w Sp s
EDEL 599 F w Sp s
Title
Readings in Reading
Practicum in Reading
Assessment of the Disabled
Organization and Admin, of Reading
Programs
Problems in El. School Arithmetic
Supervision of Student Teachers
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading
Disabilities
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading
Disabilities
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading
Disabilities
Problems in El. School Science
Lan. Arts in El. School
Soc. Studies in El. School
Practicum in Urban Education
Elementary Principalship
Workshop in Instructional Leadership
in Elementary Education
Elementary School Curriculum
Teaching Competencies and
Application
Teaching Competencies and
Application
Teaching Competencies and
Application
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Individual Research
Independent Investigation
Thesis
Thesis
Thesis
Curriculum
Supervision
Lan. Arts
Science
Reading
Soc. Studies
Elem. Educ.
Arithmetic
Problems K-P
Elem. Admin.
ENGINEERING
ENGR 101A F W 3
ENGR 101B W Sp 3
ENGR 10 xc Sp 3
ENGR 200A F 3
ENGR 200B w 3
ENGR 200C Sp 3
ENGR 201A F 1
ENGR 201B w 1
ENGR 201C Sp 1
ENGR 230 w 3
ENGR 260A w 4
ENGR 260B Sp 4
ENGR 300 F 3
ENGR 310A w 3
ENGR 310B Sp 3
ENGR 311A F 3
Engineering Graphics
Engineering Graphics
Engineering Graphics
Circuit Analysis
Circuit Analysis
Circuit Analysis
Circuit Analysis Lab.
Circuit Analysis Lab.
Circuit Analysis Lab.
Engineering Geology
Engineering Mechanics
Engineering Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Physical Electronics
Physical Electronics
Engineering Materials
>urs e
311B
ff<=red Hrs.
fGR W 3
fGR 312A F 1
fGR 312B W 1
fGR 314A 3
fGR 314B 3
fGR 315 3
fGR 340A 4
fGR 340B 4
;GR 363A Sp 3
GR 363B F S 3
GR 375
GR 380A 4
GR 380B 4
GR 380C 4
GR 395 F w Sp
GR 405A Sp 4
GR 405B Sp 1
GR 410A F 4
GR 410B w 4
GR 411A F 1
GR 411B w 1
GR 420A w 3
GR 420B Sp 3
GR 421 w 1
GR 423 3
GR 440A 4
GR 440B 4
GR 442 4
GR 443A w s 3
GR 443B Sp s 3
GR 460A 4
GR 460B 4
GR 470A F 4
GR 470B w 4
GR 470C Sp 4
GR 472 F w 3
GR 475 3
GR 476 3
GR 477 3
GR 480A 4
GR 480B 4
GR 523 3
GR 524A 3
GR 524B 3
GR 525 3
GR 526 3
GR 531A 4
GR 531B 4
GR 533 3
GR 560A 4
GR 560B 4
GR 590
Title
Engineering Materials
Engineering Materials Lab.
Engineering Materials Lab.
Soils Engineering
Soils Engineering
Substructure Analysis
Structural Analysis I
Structural Analysis II
Surveying
Surveying
Seminar
Environmental Engineering I
Environmental Engineering II
Environmental Engineering III
Readings in Engineering
Generalized Radiation
Generalized Radiation Lab.
Electron Devices
Electron Devices
Electron Devices Lab.
Electron Devices Lab.
Transport Phenomena
Transport Phenomena
Fluid Dynamics Lab
.
Hybrid Computation
Structural Analysis III
Structural Analysis IV
Concrete Structures
Engineering Design
Engineering Design
Engineering Analysis for Decision
Making
Engineering Analysis for Decision
Making
Geodesy
Geodesy
Geodesy
Digital Computers in Research
Transportation Engineering
Highway Planning
Construction Engineering
Urban Systems Engineering
Urban Systems Engineering
Digital Simulation Techniques
Linear and Non-Linear Programming
Linear and Non-Linear Programming
Analog and Digital Methods
Simulation and Data Processing
Operations Analysis and Synthesis
Operations Analysis and Synthesis
Program Evaluation and Review
Techniques
Automatic Control Theory
Automatic Control Theory
Readings in Engineering
GLISH
300
302A
FWSp S
F W Sp S
Principles of Grammar
Survey of English Lit.
Course Offered Hrs.
ENG 302B F W Sp s 4
ENG 302C F W Sp s 4
ENG 309A F w Sp s 4
ENG 309B F w Sp s 4
ENG 320 4
ENG 365 F w Sp s 4
ENG 390 F Sp 3
ENG 391 F w Sp S 3
ENG 392 F w 3
ENG 400 w 4
ENG 403 Sp 4
ENG 404A F 4
ENG 404B 4
ENG 404C w 4
ENG 405A F 4
ENG 405B w 4
ENG 412A w 4
ENG 412B 4
ENG 412C Sp 4
ENG 412D F 4
ENG 420A Sp 4
ENG 420B w 4
ENG 4 21A 4
ENG 421B F 4
ENG 421C Sp 4
ENG 421D Sp 4
ENG 431A 4
ENG 431B F 4
ENG 431C Sp 4
ENG 438 4
ENG 441 4
ENG 442 Sp 4
ENG 443 4
ENG 447 w 4
ENG 454A 4
ENG 454B w 4
ENG 454C F 4
ENG 456 4
ENG 458A F 4
ENG 458B w 4
ENG 460A 4
ENG 460B Sp 4
ENG 460C w 4
ENG 460D F 4
ENG 464 4
ENG 468 Sp 4
ENG 471A F 4
ENG 471B w 4
ENG 473 Sp 4
ENG 485 F w Sp 4
ENG 486 s
ENG 487
ENG 488A F 3
ENG 488B 3
ENG 488C 3
ENG 492 Sp 4
ENG 495A F 4
ENG 495B w 4
ENG 499 F w Sp s
ENG 500 F w 4
Title
Survey of English Lit.
Survey of English Lit.
Survey of American Lit.
Survey of American Lit.
Early 19th Cen. Poetry
Shakespeare
Adv. Composition
Usage in English
Professional Writing I
Intro, to English Linguistics
History of Eng. Language
Middle English Lit.
Middle English Lit.
Middle English Lit.
Descriptive Linguistics
Descriptive Linguistics
English Nondramatic Lit.
English Nondramatic Lit.
English Nondramatic Lit.
English Nondramatic Lit.
American Poetry to 1900
Modern American Poetry
Early Romantics
Later Romantics
Victorian Poetry
Modern British Poetry
Major Amer. Writers
Major Amer. Writers
Major Amer. Writers
Intellectual Backgrounds of
American Lit.
18th Cen. Essay
Romantic Prose
Victorian Prose
Amer. Humor and Satire
18th Cen. Novel
Victorian Novel
Cont. British Fiction
Modern Continental Fiction
American Novel
Contemporary Amer. Fiction
Elizabethan Drama
Jacobean Drama
Restoration and 18th Cen. Drama
Modern British Drama
Modern Continental Drama
American Drama
Shakespeare
Shakespeare
Milton
Problems in Teaching English
Workshop in High School English
Workshop in Jr. High School English
Teaching English as a For. Language
Teaching English as a For. Language
Teaching English as a For. Language
Professional Writing II
Literary Criticism
Literary Criticism
Readings in English
Materials and Methods of Research
in English
urse i
501
Offe
F
red H'rs.
SIG 4
SfG 502 W 4
MG 504 S 4
MG 508 Sp
MG 509A
<IG 509B
sfG 511
sTG 513 W
KG 514
JG 519 Sp
?G 520 F
JG 521
JG 524
JG 531 W
JG 532
JG 534 F
JG 536 w
IG 537
IG 538 w
IG 543
IG 555 F
IG 560
IG 566
IG 569 4
IG 579A
IG 579B
IG 580 F 4
IG 581A 4
fG 581B 4
(G 581C 4
fG 585 F Sp s
fG 587 Sp 4
fG 597
fG 598 F w Sp s
599 F W Sp S
Title
Old English Grammar
Beowulf
Advanced English Syntax
Studies in Chaucer
Studies in Middle English Lit.
Studies in Middle English Lit,
Studies in Renaissance
Studies in 17th Cen. Lit.
Studies in Restoration and 18th
Century Lit.
Studies in Contemporary British Lit
Studies in Romantic Writers
Studies in Victorian Poetry
Studies in the Metaphysical Poets
Studies in American Col. Period
Studies in Amer, Transcendentalism
Early 19th Cen. Amer. Writers
Later 19th Cen. Amer. Writers
Studies in 20th Cen. Amer. Writers
Problems in American Literature
Victorian Nonfiction Prose
Studies in the Victorian Novel
Studies in Renaissance Drama
Studies in Shakespeare
Seminar in Problems of English as a
Foreign Language
Studies in Modern Lit,
Studies in Modern Lit.
Traditional Themes
Problems in High School English
Problems in High School English
Problems in High School English
Teaching College Composition
Literature for Young People
Readings in Linguistics
Independent Review of English and
American Literature
Thesis
:periment in higher education
10 1A
101B
101C
101D
201A
201B
201C
201D
W
w
Sp
Sp
University Studies
University Studies
University Studies
University Studies
University Studies
University Studies
University Studies
University Studies
:NANCE
N 320 F W S 4
N 420 F W Sp 4
N 423 F W Sp 4
:n 424 W Sp S 4
:n 425 W Sp S 4
.N 520 F 4
:n 523 W 4
:n 528 Sp 4
Corporation Finance
Problems in Corporation Finance
Commercial Banking Operations
Financial Institutions
Investments
Finance
Financial Management
Seminar in Finance
Course Offered Hrs. Title
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
F L 399
F L 486A
Sp Readings (French)
Materials and Methods for Teaching
Foreign Languages
French
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
123A
123B
123C
130
200
201A
201B
201C
220
230A
230B
3 01A
301B
3 01C
351B
F W S
W Sp s
Sp s
F
F
w
Sp
F W Sp
w
Sp
FR 311A
FR 311B
FR 311C
FR 3 3 8A
FR 338B
FR 338C F
FR 351A F
Sp
w
w
1
1
1
10
4
3
3
3
2
10
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
FR 451A 2
FR 451B 2
FR 451C 2
FR 461 Sp 4
FR 499 Sp 3
FR 500 2
FR 501
FR 507 W 3
FR 510 Sp 4
FR 520 4
FR 543 s 4
FR 544 4
FR 545 F 3
FR 546 3
German
GER 126A F W s 1
GER 126B W Sp s 1
GER 126C Sp s 1
French Conversation
French Conversation
French Conversation
Intensive French
French Review
Intermediate French
Intermediate French
Intermediate French
Intermediate French Conversation
Intermediate Intensive French
Intermediate Intensive French
French Lit. 18th Cen. to
Contemporary Period
French Lit. 18th Cen. to
Contemporary Period
French Lit. 18th Cen. to
Contemporary Period
French Culture and Civilization
French Culture and Civilization
French Culture and Civilization
French Lit. Middle Ages to
17th Cen.
French Lit. Middle Ages to
17th Cen.
French Lit. Middle Ages to
17th Cen.
Advanced French Conversation and
Composition
Advanced French Conversation and
Composition
French Seminar
French Seminar
French Seminar
French Stylistics
Readings in French
Seminar in Cont. French Lit.
Seminar on a Selected French Author
Study of Romantism
19th Century Realism
Grad. Composition and Diction
Research Problems
French Language and Culture
Linguistics and Phonetics
Professional Preparation
German Conversation
German Conversation
German Conversation
ourse Offered Hrs.
ER 161
ER 201A F 3
ER 201B W 3
ER 201C Sp 3
ER 220 F W Sp 2
ER 251 4
3R 311A 3
3R 311B 3
3R 311C 3
2R 313A F 4
e;r 313B w 4
3R 313C Sp 4
3R 316A 4
2R 316B 4
2R 316C 4
ilR 351A F 3
CR 351B
2R 401
]R 408
CR 413
:r 451A
:r 451B
:r 451C
:r 499
]R 500
:r 501
]R 506
]R 507
2R 509A
]R 509B
:r 512
]R 513
]R 514
2R 533
w
w
Sp
Sp
Title
German-Graduate Student
Intermediate German
Intermediate German
Intermediate German
Intermediate German Conversation
Scientific German
German Culture and Civilization
German Culture and Civilization
German Culture and Civilization
German Lit. Before Romanticism
German Lit. Before Romanticism
German Lit. Before Romanticism
German Lit. Romanticism to Modern
German Lit. Romanticism to Modern
German Lit. Romanticism to Modern
Advanced German Composition and
Conversation
Advanced German Composition and
Conversation
Faust
German Civilization
German Linguistics
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Readings in German
Seminar in Contemporary Lit.
Seminar on a Selected German Author
Romanticism I
Romanticism II
Old High German
Old High German
19th Cen. German Novel
20th Cen. German Novel
Seminar in Folklore
Gothic
reek
499A
499B
499C
W
Sp
Ancient Greek
Ancient Greek
Ancient" Greek
:alian
;al 144A F 1
?AL 144B W 1
?AL 144C Sp 1
?AL 201A F 3
'AL 201B W 3
PAL 201C Sp 3
t?AL 220 F W Sp 2
?AL 499A F 3
PAL 499B W 3
PAL 499C Sp 3
Italian Conversation
Italian Conversation
Italian Conversation
Intermediate Italian
Intermediate Italian
Intermediate Italian
Intermediate Italian Conversation
Readings in Italian
Readings in Italian
Readings in Italian
atin
VT 299A
299B W
Readings in Latin
Readings in Latin
-
Course Offered Hrs. Title
LAT 299C Sp
Romance Philology
R PH 410 W
Readings in Latin
Romance Philology I
Russian
RUSS 136A F 1
RUSS 136B W 1
RUSS 136C Sp 1
RUSS 201A F 3
RUSS 201B W 3
RUSS 201C Sp 3
RUSS 220 2
RUSS 499
Spanish
SPAN 140A F W s 1
SPAN 140B W Sp s 1
SPAN 140C Sp s 1
SPAN 201A F 3
SPAN 201B W 3
SPAN 201C Sp 3
SPAN 220 F W Sp 2
SPAN 301A 4
SPAN 301B 4
SPAN 301C 4
SPAN 304A F 4
SPAN 304B W 4
SPAN 306 Sp 4
SPAN 311A 3
SPAN 311B 3
SPAN 311C 3
SPAN 351A F 3
SPAN 351B
SPAN 415
SPAN 451A
SPAN 451B
SPAN 451C
SPAN 461
SPAN 499
SPAN 500
SPAN 501
SPAN 505
SPAN 506
SPAN 520
SPAN 525
SPAN 535
w
Sp
w
Russian Conversation
Russian Conversation
Russian Conversation
Intermediate Russian
Intermediate Russian
Intermediate Russian
Intermediate Russian Conversation
Readings in Russian
Spanish Conversation
Spanish Conversation
Spanish Conversation
Intermediate Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
Intermediate Spanish Conversation
Spanish Lit. Medieval-Romanticism
Spanish Lit. Medieval-Romanticism
Spanish Lit. Medieval-Romanticism
Modern Spanish Literature
Modern Spanish Literature
Latin American Literature
Spanish Culture and Civilization
Spanish Culture and Civilization
Spanish Culture and Civilization
Advanced Spanish Conversation and
Composition
Advanced Spanish Conversation and
Composition
Phonetics
Spanish Seminar
Spanish Seminar
Spanish Seminar
Spanish Stylistics
Readings in Spanish
Seminar in Latin American Fiction
Seminar on a Selected Spanish Author
Picaresque Novel
Renaissance
Seminar in Syntax
Spanish Ballads
Mexican Essayists of the 19th Cen.
GENERAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
GBA 140 F W Sp S 4
GBA 340 F W Sp 4
GBA 341 F Sp 4
GBA 342 F W Sp 4
GBA 440 F W S 4
Introduction to Business
Organization and Decision Making
Organizational Problems
Contracts -Agency Law
Legal Environment of Business
bourse Off ered Hrs.
JBA 4 41 F W Sp s 4
;BA 5 40 F 4
;ba 541 s 4
JBA 543 F 4
1BA 54 4 W 4
;ba 545 F s 4
1BA 54 8 Sp 4
-BA 549 Sp s 4
Title
Business Policy
Concepts of Managerial Performance
Business and Its Legal Environment
The Administrator
The Methodology of Business Research
The Social Framework of Business
Seminar in Managerial Performance
Corporate Policy Formulation and
Administration
EOGRAPHY
302 F W 4
304 Sp 4
306 F 4
308 Sp 3
310A F w 4
310B Sp 4
343 4
402A w 4
402B Sp 3
402C 3
403A F 4
403B w 4
404A Sp 4
404B 3
404C F 3
405A 4
405B Sp 3
406A w 4
406B 3
407A Sp 4
407B 3
410A w 4
410B Sp 4
416A 4
416B Sp 4
417 w 3
424 s 4
426A F 4
426B w 4
426C Sp 4
450 s
461A F s 4
4 6 IB w 3
462A w 4
462B s 3
463A 4
463B Sp 3
464A 4
464B •Sp 3
465A 4
465B 3
466A 4
466B w 3
467A F 4
467B w 3
468A 4
468B 3
470A F 4
470B w 4
Intro, to Physical Geography
Intro, to Economic Geography
Intro, to Cultural Geography
Intro, to Geographic Methods
Intro, to Cartographic Methods
Intro, to Cartographic Methods
Teaching Geography
Physical Geography I
Physical Geography I
Physical Geography I
Physical Geography II
Physical Geography II
Location Economic Activities I
Location Economic Activities I
Location Economic Activities I
Location Economic Activities II
Location Economic Activities II
Cultural Geography I
Cultural Geography I
Cultural Geography II
Cultural Geography II
Quantitative Methods in Geography
Quantitative Methods in Geography
Cartography
Cartography
Air Photo Interpretation
Regional Problems in Conservation
Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry
Travel Study Course
Geography: Anglo-America
Geography: Anglo-America
Geography: Europe
Geography: Europe
Geography: Mediterranean
Geography: Mediterranean
Geography: Soviet World
Geography: Soviet World
Geography of Africa
Geography of Africa
Geography of Asia
Geography of Asia
Geography of Latin America
Geography of Latin America
Advanced Geography: Oceania
Advanced Geography: Oceania
Urban Planning: History
Urban Planning: Codes
Course Offered Hrs.
GEOG 470C Sp 4
GEOG 470D Sp s 4
GEOG 470E s 4
GEOG 471A W 4
GEOG 471B Sp 4
GEOG 475
GEOG 490A F 2
GEOG 490B W 2
GEOG 490C Sp 2
GEOG 490D s 2
GEOG 500 Sp 4
GEOG 501 F 4
GEOG 511 W 4
GEOG 515 Sp s
GEOG 520 F W Sp
GEOG 521 F Sp
GEOG 522 W
GEOG 523 4
GEOG 524 Sp
GEOG 527 Sp
GEOG 530 F W Sp s
GEOG 599 F W Sp s
GOVERNMENT
GOVT 200 F W Sp s 4
GOVT 320 F Sp 4
GOVT 321
GOVT 330 w 2
GOVT 340A w Sp 4
GOVT 340B F Sp 4
GOVT 340C s 4
GOVT 345A F 4
GOVT 345B w s 4
GOVT 350A F 4
GOVT 350B w 4
GOVT 350C Sp 4
GOVT 355A F 4
GOVT 355B w 4
GOVT 355C Sp 4
GOVT 355D F 4
GOVT 370 w Sp 4
GOVT 385 F Sp 4
GOVT 410A F 4
GOVT 410B W
GOVT 421 W 4
GOVT 422 Sp 4
GOVT 423 S 4
GOVT 424 4
GOVT 429 F s 4
GOVT 445A F 4
GOVT 445B W 4
GOVT 445C Sp 4
GOVT 448 W 4
GOVT 449 W 4
GOVT 456 s 4
GOVT 472A W 4
Title
Urban Planning: Facility-
Urban Planning: Problems
Urban Planning: Internship
Regional Planning
Regional Planning
Field Geography
Tutorial in Geography-
Tutorial in Geography
Tutorial in Geography
Tutorial in Geography
Geographic Techniques I
Geographic Techniques II
Philosophy of Geography
Field Course
Seminar in Physical Geography
Seminar in Economic Geography
Seminar in Regional Geography
Seminar in Cartography
Seminar in Cultural Geography
Seminar in Urban and Regional
Planning
Independent Studies in Geography
Thesis
Intro, to Political Science
Intro, to Public Administration
Readings
Illinois Government
American Chief Executive
American Legislative Process
American Judicial System
American Political Parties
Political Parties and Groups
British and German Political Systems
French and Italian Political Systems
Soviet Political System
Latin American Political System
Asian Political Systems
African Political Systems
Eastern Political Systems
Intro, to International Relations
Intro, to Political Theory
Quantitative Methods in Political
Science
Quantitative Methods in Political
Science
Public Personnel Administration
Public Financial Administration
Comparative Public Administration
Administrative Law
Topics in Public Administration
American Vote Behavior
Personality in Politics
Public Opinion in the U.S.
Intergovernment Relations
Topics in American Politics
Topics in Comparative Politics
General International Organizations
[EALTH EDUCATION
[ ED 205 W
:ourse Offered
Sp
Hrs.
IOVT 472B 4
,OVT 473A W 4
,OVT 473B F s 4
,OVT 473C Sp 4
,OVT 479 4
-OVT 481A w 4
rOVT 481B Sp 4
rOVT 484A F 4
OVT 484B w 4
OVT 484C Sp 4
OVT 486 3
OVT 4 8 7A w 3
OVT 487B Sp 3
OVT 489 s 4
OVT 495A 4
OVT 495B 4
OVT 495C 4
OVT 496 s 4
OVT 499 F 4
OVT 521
OVT 529 F
OVT 545 w
OVT 555 Sp
OVT 575 s
OVT 585
OVT 590
OVT 599
ED 300 W 3
ED 302S F W Sp s 4
ED 313S Sp 4
ED 334S Sp s 4
ED 350 Sp 4
ED 355 F 4
ED 400 F 4
ED 415S s 3
ED 443S s 4
ED 460 W 4
ED 461 4
ED 470 s 3
ED 471 Sp
[ ED 480S
[ ED 525S
3
4
[I STORY
[1ST 100
[1ST 102
[1ST 306A
F W Sp S
FWSpS
3
4
3
Title
Regional International Organizations
American Foreign Policy
Soviet Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy of Western Europe
Topics in International Relations
Political Theory
Political Analysis
History of Western Political Theories
History of Western Political Theories
History of Western Political Theories
Workshop on Teaching the American
Political Heritage
American Political Theory
American Political Theory
Topics in Political Theory
Constitutional Law
Constitutional Law
Constitutional Law
American Judicial Behavior
Scope and Method of Political Science
Readings
Seminar in Public Administration
Seminar in American Politics
Seminar in Comparative Politics
Seminar in International Relations
Seminar in Political Theory
Seminar in American Public Law
Thesis
Principles and Foundations of
Health Ed.
Communicable Disease
Driver Education
Introduction to Safety Education
First Aid
Methods and Materials in Elementary
School Health Education
Introduction to Public Health
Health Appraisal of School Children
Workshop in Driver Education and
Traffic Safety
Methods and Materials in Driver Ed.
Methods and Materials in Secondary
School Health Education
Workshop in Health Education
Workshop in Sex Education for the
Elementary Teachers
Organization and Administration of
School Health
Workshop in Safety Education
Organization, Administration, and
Supervision of Safety Education
Survey of Ancient Civilization
Survey of Asian Civilization
Rome : The Republic
Cours e Offered Hrs.
HIST 306B s 3
HIST 306C 3
HIST 309 W s 4
HIST 312 F 4
HIST 316A F 3
HIST 316B W 3
HIST 332A F 3
HIST 332B W 3
HIST 332C Sp 3
HIST 338A w s 3
HIST 338B Sp 3
HIST 341A F 3
HIST 341B w 3
HIST 341C Sp 3
HIST 352A F 3
HIST 352B w 3
HIST 352C Sp 3
HIST 365 s 4
HIST 367A F 3
HIST 367B w 3
HIST 372A F 3
HIST 372B w 3
HIST 372C Sp 3
HIST 401A F 4
HIST 401B w 4
HIST 405 s 3
HIST 408A 3
HIST 408B 3
HIST 410 F w Sp s
HIST 412A F 3
HIST 412B w 3
HIST 412C Sp 3
HIST 415A F 4
HIST 415B w 4
HIST 415C Sp 4
HIST 417A - 4
HIST 417B 4
HIST 417C 4
HIST 417D 4
HIST 420 F s 4
HIST 4 2 2A F 4
HIST 422B w 4
HIST 422C Sp 4
HIST 425A F 3
HIST 425B w 3
HIST 426 Sp 4
HIST 428 s 4
HIST 430A F 3
HIST 430B w 3
HIST 430C Sp 3
HIST 435A 3
HIST 435B 3
HIST 435C 3
HIST 435D 3
HIST 437A s 3
HIST 437B F 3
HIST 440A F 3
HIST 440B w 3
HIST 440C Sp 3
HIST 445 s 3
Title
Rome: The West Empire
Rome: The East Empire
The Negro in America
Central Europe in the 19th Cen.
History of Africa
History of Africa
Medieval History
Medieval History
Medieval History
History of Greece
History of Greece
History of Religion
History of Religion
History of Religion
History of Latin America
History of Latin America
History of Latin America
Chinese Civilization
History of the Far East
History of the Far East
History of Russia
History of Russia
History of Russia
History of the South
History of the South
American Civil War
History of Ancient Near East
History of Ancient Near East
Special Readings
Intellectual History of the U.S.
Intellectual History of the U.S.
Intellectual History of the U.S.
Early Modern Europe
Early Modern Europe
Early Modern Europe
Advanced English History
Advanced English History
Advanced English History
Advanced English History
French Revolution
History of the Near East
History of the Near East
History of the Near East
American Colonial History
American Colonial History
The Revolution and the Constitution
Age of Jackson
Late Modern Europe
Late Modern Europe
Late Modern Europe
Advanced American History
Advanced American History
Advanced American History
Advanced American History
American Military History
American Military History
History of American Diplomacy
History of American Diplomacy
History of American Diplomacy
Russian Revolution
Course Offered
S
Hrs.
HIST 451 3
HIST 452 F W Sp s 3
HIST 454 s 3
HIST 458A 4
HIST 458B W 4
HIST 460A 3
HIST 460B 3
HIST 460C 3
HIST 470 3
HIST 471A 3
HIST 471B 3
HIST 473A Sp 3
HIST 473B 3
HIST 474 3
HIST 500 F W Sp s
HIST 510 F w Sp s
HIST 511 Sp 3
HIST 512 Sp 3
HIST 513 Sp 4
HIST 514 s 3
HIST 515 s 3
HIST 519 4
HIST 530 4
HIST 534 4
HIST 540 4
HIST 545 3
HIST 553 3
HIST 554 w 4
HIST 57 5A F 3
HIST 575B 3
HIST 575C 3
HIST 599 F w Sp s
HUMANITIES
HUM 301 F
HUM 302 w
HUM 303 Sp
Title
Historiography
Research and Thesis
Biography in American History
History of Science
History of Science
History of the Middle Ages
History of the Middle Ages
History of the Middle Ages
Argentina, Brazil, and Chile
History of Mexico
History of Mexico
The Caribbean Area
The Caribbean Area
U.S. -Mexican Relations
History Seminar
Readings in History
Studies in the Middle Ages
Studies in 19th Century Europe
Problems in Ancient History
Studies in Asian History
Current U.S. History and Problems
The Age of Jefferson
City-States of the Italian
Renaissance
18th Century England
American Reform Movements
Problems in Russian History
New Viewpoints in American History
Problems in 19th Century America
Studies in Latin American History
Studies in Latin American History
Studies in Latin American History
Thesis
Humanities Honors
Humanities Honors
Humanities Honors
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
IM 308 F 4
IM 400 2
IM 403 F W Sp 4
IM 405 4
IM 406 F 4
IM 407 Sp s 4
IM 410 Sp 4
IM 413 W s 4
IM 417 F W Sp s 4
IM 420 Sp 4
IM 422 W 4
IM 440 F Sp 2
IM 445 F W Sp s 4
IM 457 Sp s 4
IM 458 Sp 4
School Library Technical Processes
Library Research Methods
School Library Functions and
Management
Library Materials for Children
Adolescent Library Materials
Basic Reference Sources
Public Library Administration
Cataloging Non-Book Material
Audio-Visual Methods in Education
School Lib. Activities and Practice
Book Selection
Photography for Teachers
Preparation of Teacher-Made
Audio-Visual Materials
Radio and Television in the Classroom
Motion Picture
Course Offered Hrs.
IM 470 W 4
IM 510 w S 4
IM 514 w s 4
IM 530 F 4
IM 546 w s 4
IM 547 Sp 4
IM 548 F Sp 4
IM 549 F 4
IM 554 w 4
IM 560 F Sp 4
Title
Programmed Automated Instruction
Mass Communications in Education
Survey of Research and Development
in Instructional Materials
History of Books and Libraries
Integration of Audio-Visual
Materials in the Classroom
Film Production
Supervision and Administration of an
Audio-Visual Program
Visual Learning
Administration of an Instructional
Materials Center
Seminar
JOURNALISM
JRNL 101
JRNL 102
JRNL 103
JRNL 201
JRNL 202
JRNL 303
JRNL 330
JRNL 340
JRNL 345
JRNL 370
JRNL 391
S 3 Introduction to Journalism I
W 3 Introduction to Journalism II
S 3 News
W 3 News Writing and Editing I
Sp 3 News Writing and Editincr II
3 News Writing and Editing III
W 3 Editorial Writing
Sp 3 Law of Journalism
S 3 History of Journalism
4 Principles of Advertising
Sp S 3 Feature Writing
MANAGEMENT OPERATING SYSTEMS
MS 280 F Sp 4
MS 281 W s 4
MS 310 F W s 4
MS 380 F W Sp 4
MS 381 F W s 4
MS 382 F W Sp s 4
MS 480 W Sp s 4
MS 513 Sp 4
MS 518 s 4
MS 580 s 4
MS 583 Sp 4
MS 588 F 4
MARKETING
MKTG 370 F W Sp 4
MKTG 371 F W s 4
MKTG 452 W Sp 4
MKTG 470 F W Sp 4
MKTG 471 F W Sp 4
MKTG 472 W Sp s 4
MKTG 473 W Sp s 4
MKTG 570 Sp 4
MKTG 573 W 4
MKTG 578 s 4
Computer Principles and Applications
Principles of Computer Programming
Operations Research for Managers
Management Operating Systems I
Management Operating Systems II
Management Systems Simulation
Management Operating Systems III
Deterministic Models in Decision
Making
Seminar in Probabilistic Models
Management Systems
Advanced Management Systems
Seminar in Management Systems
Consumer Behavior
Principles of Marketing Management
Physical Distribution Management
Marketing Research
Advertising Policy and Management
Sales Policy and Management
Advanced Marketing Management
Marketing Concepts
Marketing Policies
Seminar in Marketing
Course Offered Hrs Title
MATHEMATICS
101 F W Sp s 4
150A F w Sp s 4
150B F w Sp s 4
225 F w Sp s 4
252A F w Sp s 4
252B F w Sp s 4
305A F w 4
305B w Sp 4
310 F w Sp s 4
311 w 4
321 F Sp s 4
335A 3
335B 3
351 F w Sp s 4
395 F w Sp s
400 s 3
410A F 4
410B w 4
410C Sp 4
410D s 4
413 4
415 4
420A F w 3
420B w Sp 3
4 21
A
w 3
421B Sp 3
425 Sp s 3
426A 3
426B 3
430 Sp 4
433 F s 3
440 s
442 s
445 Sp s
446A
446B F w Sp
447 s 4
452A F 3
452B w 3
452C Sp 3
455A F 3
455B
455C
W
Sp
458A F 3
458B W 3
460 W 4
472A F 3
472B w 3
472C Sp 3
475A F 3
475B w 3
475C Sp 3
480A 4
Fundamental Mathematics
El. Calculus and Analytic Geometry
El. Calculus and Analytic Geometry
Programming for Digital Computers
Calculus and Analytic Geometry
Calculus and Analytic Geometry
Applied Math for Physical Sciences
Applied Math for Physical Sciences
Teaching of Elem. Math
Teaching Secondary Math
Elem. Matrix Algebra
Concepts of Geometry
Concepts of Geometry
Multivariable Calculus
Readings in Math
History of Math
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis
Solid Analytic Geometry
Non-Euclidean Geometry
Fundamental Concepts of Algebra
Fundamental Concepts of Algebra
Linear Algebra
Linear Algebra
Theory of Numbers
Mathematical Logic
Mathematical Logic
Projective Geometry
Theory of Point Sets
Modern Algebra for Teachers
Survey of Geometry
Fundamental Concepts of Calculus
Structure of Math
Structure of Math
Structure of Secondary School Math
Advanced Calculus
Advanced Calculus
Advanced Calculus
Advanced Math for the Physical
Sciences
Advanced Math for the Physical
Sciences
Advanced Math for the Physical
Sciences
Finite Math
Finite Math
Modern Geometry
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Numerical Analysis
Numerical Analysis
Numerical Analysis
Probability
Course Offered Hrs.
MATH 480B 3
MATH 480C 3
MATH 483A F W 3
MATH 483B W Sp 3
MATH 483C Sp s 3
MATH 501A F 3
MATH 501B w 3
MATH 501C Sp 3
MATH 5 5A 3
MATH 505B 3
MATH 505C 3
MATH 510 4
MATH 520A F 3
MATH 520B w 3
MATH 520C Sp 3
MATH 530
MATH 536 3
MATH 540 4
MATH 545 4
MATH 550A F w Sp
MATH 550B
MATH 550C F w Sp
MATH 550D Sp
MATH 550E
MATH 551A 3
MATH 551B 3
MATH 551C 3
MATH 555A F 3
MATH 555B w 3
MATH 555C Sp 3
MATH 575A F 3
MATH 575B w 3
MATH 575C Sp 3
MATH 580A F 3
MATH 580B w 3
MATH 580C Sp 3
MATH 595 F w Sp s
MATH 599 F w Sp s
Title
Probability
Probability
Introduction to Math Statistics
Introduction to Math Statistics
Introduction to Math Statistics
Real Variables
Real Variables
Real Variables
Theory of Differential Equations
Theory of Differential Equations
Theory of Differential Equations
Foundations of Math
Modern Algebra
Modern Algebra
Modern Algebra
Point Set Topology
Differential Geometry
Groups and Linear Transformations
Intermediate Analysis for High
School Teachers
Seminar in Algebra
Seminar in Geometry
Seminar in Analysis
Seminar in Probability and Statistics
Seminar in Math Education
Functional Analysis
Functional Analysis
Functional Analysis
Complex Variables
Complex Variables
Complex Variables
Advanced Topics in Numerical Analysis
Advanced Topics in Numerical Analysis
Advanced Topics in Numerical Analysis
Mathematical Methods of Statistics
Mathematical Methods of Statistics
Mathematical Methods of Statistics
Special Project
Thesis
MUSIC
MUS 001A F W Sp 1
MUS 001B F W Sp s 1
MUS 001C F w Sp 1
MUS 001D Sp
MUS 002A 1
MUS 002B s 1
MUS 002C F w Sp 1
MUS 002D F w Sp 1
MUS 002E F w Sp s 1
MUS 002G F w Sp 1
MUS 003 F w Sp 1
MUS 010A F w 1
MUS 010B Sp s 1
MUS 010C F w Sp s 1
MUS 010D F Sp 1
MUS 010E F w Sp s 1
MUS 010F F w Sp 1
MUS 105A F w 4
Symphonic Band
University Band
Stage Band
Instrumental Lab
Collegiate Singers
University Chorus
Male Chorus
Women's Glee Club
Community Choral Society
Concert Chorale
University Symphony Orchestra
Class Strings
Class Woodwinds
Class Brass
Class Percussion
Class Piano
Class Voice
Theory of Music
Course Off
w
sred
Sp
Hrs.
MUS 105B 4
MUS 105C Sp s 4
MUS 106A F 5
MUS 106B W 5
MUS 106C Sp 5
MUS 140A F W Sp s
MUS 140B F w Sp s
MUS 140C F w Sp s
MUS 140D F w Sp s
MUS 140E F w Sp s
MUS 140F F w Sp s
MUS 140G F w Sp s
MUS 140H F w Sp s
MUS 1401 F w Sp s
MUS 140J F w Sp s
MUS 140K F w Sp s
MUS 140L F w Sp s
MUS 140M F w Sp s
MUS 140N F w Sp s
MUS 140O F w Sp s
MUS 140P F w Sp s
MUS 140Q F w Sp s
MUS 140R F w Sp s
MUS 140S F w Sp s
MUS 140T F w Sp s
MUS 140U F w Sp s
MUS 200 F w Sp s 3
MUS 205A F 3
MUS 205B w 3
MUS 205C Sp 3
MUS 206A F 5
MUS 206B w 5
MUS 206C Sp 5
MUS 240A F w Sp s
MUS 240B F w Sp s
MUS 240C F w Sp s
MUS 24 0D F w Sp s
MUS 240E F w Sp s
MUS 240F F w Sp s
MUS 240G F w Sp s
MUS 240H F w Sp s
MUS 2401 F w Sp s
MUS 240J F w Sp s
MUS 240K F w Sp s
MUS 240L F w Sp s
MUS 240M F w Sp s
MUS 240N F w Sp s
MUS 240O F w Sp s
MUS 240P F w Sp s
MUS 240Q F w Sp s
MUS 240R F w Sp s
MUS 240S F w Sp s
MUS 240T F w Sp s
MUS 240U F w Sp s
MUS 300 F w Sp s 3
MUS 301A F 3
MUS 301B w 3
MUS 301C Sp 3
MUS 307 F s 4
MUS 309A F 3
MUS 309B w 3
Title
Theory of Music
Theory of Music
Technics and Lit. of Music Practice
Technics and Lit. of Music Practice
Technics and Lit. of Music Practice
Private Violin
Private Viola
Private Cello
Private String Bass
Private Flute
Private Oboe
Private Clarinet
Private Bassoon
Private Saxophone
Private Percussion
Private Piano
Private French Horn
Private Trumpet
Private Trombone
Private Tuba
Private Baritone
Private Voice
Private Organ
Private Harpsichord
Private Harp
Private Guitar
Fundamentals of Music
Theory of Music
Theory of Music
Theory of Music
Technics and Lit. of Music Practice
Technics and Lit. of Music Practice
Technics and Lit. of Music Practice
Private Violin
Private Viola
Private Cello
Private String Bass
Private Flute
Private Oboe
Private Clarinet
Private Bassoon
Private Saxophone
Private Percussion
Private Piano
Private French Horn
Private Trumpet
Private Trombone
Private Tuba
Private Baritone
Private Voice
Private Organ
Private Harpsichord
Private Harp
Private Guitar
Music Education-Elementary
Music Education
Music Education
Music Education
Recreational Music
Orchestration
Orchestration
Course Offered Hrs.
MUS 312A F 3
MUS 312B W 3
MUS 318A W 3
MUS 318B Sp 3
MUS 326A F 3
MUS 326B w 3
MUS 340A F w Sp s
MUS 340B F w Sp s
MUS 340C F w Sp s
MUS 340D F w Sp s
MUS 340E F w Sp s
MUS 340F F w Sp s
MUS 340G F w Sp s
MUS 340H F w Sp s
MUS 3401 F w Sp s
MUS 340J F w Sp s
MUS 340K F w Sp s
MUS 340L F w Sp s
MUS 340M F w Sp s
MUS 340N F w Sp s
MUS 340O F w Sp s
MUS 340P F w Sp s
MUS 340Q F w Sp s
MUS 340R F w Sp s
MUS 340S F w Sp s
MUS 340T F w Sp s
MUS 340U F w Sp s
MUS 355A F w Sp s 1
MUS 355B F w Sp s 1
MUS 355C F w Sp s 1
MUS 355D F w Sp s 1
MUS 356 F w Sp 1
MUS 357A F 3
MUS 357B w 3
MUS 357C Sp 3
MUS 401 w 3
MUS 411A w s 3
MUS 411B s 3
MUS 411C 3
MUS 413A F 3
MUS 420 w s 1
MUS 440A F w Sp s
MUS 440B F w Sp s
MUS 440C F w Sp s
MUS 440D F w Sp s
MUS 440E F w Sp s
MUS 440F F w Sp s
MUS 440G F w Sp s
MUS 440H F w Sp s
MUS 4401 F w Sp s
MUS 440J F w Sp s
MUS 440K F w Sp s
MUS 440L ' F w Sp s
MUS 440M F w Sp s
MUS 440N F w Sp s
MUS 440O F w Sp s
MUS 440P F w Sp s
MUS 440Q F w Sp s
MUS 440R F w Sp s
MUS 440S F w Sp s
MUS 440T F w Sp s
MUS 440U F w Sp s
Title
Composition
Composition
Conducting
Conducting
Analysis
Analysis
Private Violin
Private Viola
Private Cello
Private String Bass
Private Flute
Private Oboe
Private Clarinet
Private Bassoon
Private Saxophone
Private Percussion
Private Piano
Private French Horn
Private Trumpet
Private Trombone
Private Tuba
Private Baritone
Private Voice
Private Organ
Private Harpsichord
Private Harp
Private Guitar
Chamber Ensemble
Chamber Ensemble
Chamber Ensemble
Chamber Ensemble
Piano Ensemble
Music Literature and History
Music Literature and History
Music Literature and History
Psycho-Physiology of Music
Music Literature-Symphonic
Music Literature-Choral
Music Literature-Chamber Music
Chamber Music Literature
Music Education Practicum
Private Violin
Private Viola
Private Cello
Private String Bass
Private Flute
Private Oboe
Private Clarinet
Private Bassoon
Private Saxophone
Private Percussion
Private Piano
Private French Horn
Private Trumpet
Private Trombone
Private Tuba
Private Baritone
Private Voice
Private Organ
Private Harpsichord
Private Harp
Private Guitar
Course Off sred Hrs.
MUS 442A 3
MUS 442B F 3
MUS 451 3
MUS 453 s
MUS 455
MUS 461A F 3
MUS 461B W 3
MUS 465 Sp 3
MUS 481 F w Sp s
MUS 482 F w Sp s
MUS 483 F w Sp s
MUS 499 F w Sp s
MUS 501 F s 3
MUS 502A w Sp 3
MUS 502B 3
MUS 502C 3
MUS 514 F w Sp 2
MUS 515 3
MUS 518 3
MUS 519A F 3
MUS 519B w 3
MUS 519C Sp 3
MUS 520 w 3
MUS 522 Sp 3
MUS 535 3
MUS 540A F w Sp s
MUS 540B F w Sp s
MUS 540C F w Sp s
MUS 540D F w Sp s
MUS 540E F w Sp s
MUS 540F F w Sp s
MUS 540G F w Sp s
MUS 540H F w Sp s
MUS 5401 F w Sp s
MUS 540J F w Sp s
MUS 540K F w Sp s
MUS 540L F w Sp s
MUS 540M F w Sp s
MUS 540N F w Sp s
MUS 540O F w Sp s
MUS 540P F w Sp s
MUS 540Q F w Sp s
MUS 540R F w Sp s
MUS 540S F w Sp s
MUS 540T F w Sp s
MUS 540U F w Sp s
MUS 550A w 4
bs 550B Sp 4
MUS 553A s 3
MUS 553B F 3
MUS 556 • s 3
MUS 560 F
MUS 566 F w Sp s 1
MUS 567 F w Sp s 1
MUS 599 F w Sp s
NURSING
NURS 210 4
NURS 280A F 4
NURS 280B w 4
Title
Contrapuntal Forms
Contrapuntal Forms
Teaching General Classroom Music
Workshop in Common Learnings in Music
Elem. Music Education Workshop
Piano Pedagogy
Piano Pedagogy
Development and Teaching of Strings
Readings in Music Theory
Readings in History and Literature
Readings in Music Education
Independent Study
Introduction to Graduate Study
History and Analysis of Style
History and Analysis of Style
History and Analysis of Style
Collegium Musicum
20th Century Literature
Pedagogy of Music Literature
Vocal Pedagogy and Literature
Vocal Pedagogy and Literature
Vocal Pedagogy and Literature
American Music
Seminar: Music History and Lit.
Contemporary Idioms
Private Violin
Private Viola
Private Cello
Private String Bass
Private Flute
Private Oboe
Private Clarinet
Private Bassoon
Private Saxophone
Private Percussion
Private Piano
Private French Horn
Private Trumpet
Private Trombone
Private Tuba
Private Baritone
Private Voice
Private Organ
Private Harpsichord
Private Harp
Private Guitar
Music Education Program
Music Education Program
Seminar in Materials and Techniques
Seminar in Materials and Techniques
Advanced Conducting
Seminar in Music Education
Instrumental Ensemble
Vocal Ensemble
Thesis
Nutrition
Nursing and Community Health
Nursing and Community Health
Course Offered Hrs. Title
NURS 280C Sp 4 Nursing and Community Health
NURS 301 F 8 Nursing I
NURS 302A W 4 Nursing II
NURS 302B Sp 4 Nursing II
NURS 325A F 4 Nursing IV
NURS 325B W 4 Nursing IV
NURS 355 W 3 Backgrounds and Trends in Nursing
NURS 363A 8 Nursing III
NURS 363B F W 4 Nursing III
NURS 363C w Sp 4 Nursing III
NURS 375A F 4 Nursing V
NURS 375B w 4 Nursing V
NURS 382 Sp 10 Nursing VI
NURS 385 F w Sp s 1-4 Independent Study
PERSONNEL AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
PERS 450 F W Sp 4
PERS 451 F W Sp 4
PERS 452 w Sp s 4
PERS 453 w Sp s 4
PHILOSOPHY
PHIL 200 F w Sp s 4
PHIL 300 Sp 4
PHIL 301 F Sp 4
PHIL 302 F Sp 4
PHIL 342 4
PHIL 345 Sp 4
PHIL 355 w 4
PHIL 360 Sp 4
PHIL 376 w 4
PHIL 385A F 4
PHIL 385B F 4
PHIL 385C w 4
PHIL 385D 4
PHIL 385E s 4
PHIL 386 F 4
PHIL 391 F 4
PHIL 402 4
PHIL 403 w 4
PHIL 430 w 4
PHIL 443 w 4
PHIL 484A F 4
PHIL 484B w 4
PHIL 484C Sp 4
PHIL 490 w
PHIL 495 F w Sp s
PHIL 502A F 2
PHIL 502B s 2
PHIL 531 w 4
PHIL 535 Sp 4
PHIL 545 s 4
PHIL 546 F 4
PHIL 560 Sp 4
Personnel Administration
Labor Relations Law and Collective
Bargaining
Advanced Problems in Personnel
Administration
Advanced Problems in Industrial
Relations
Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Metaphysics
Philosophy of Religion
World Religions
Social and Political Theory
The Aesthetics of Film
Philosophy of Education
Philosophy of Art
Advanced Ethics
History of Western Philosophy
History of Western Philosophy
History of Western Philosophy
History of Western Philosophy
History of Western Philosophy
American Philosophy
Intro, to Theory of Knowledge
Hindu Thought
Buddhist Thought
Symbolic Logic
Philosophy of History
History of Western Political Theory
History of Western Political Theory
History of Western Political Theory
Special Problems
Independent Readings
Methods of Teaching Philosophy
Methods of Teaching Philosophy
Plato
Aristotle
Rationalism
Empiricism
Logic
Course Offered
F
W
S
Hrs.
PHIL 565
PHIL 572
PHIL 575
4
4
4
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
025 F W Sp s
303 F Sp 5
305 W Sp 3
312 s
323A F W Sp s 1
323B F w Sp s 1
323C F w Sp s 1
341 F Sp 3
348 F Sp s 3
349 F Sp s 2
350 F w Sp s 4
352 F w 2
354 w 3
355 2
365 F Sp s
370 F w Sp s 4
376 w 3
382 F w Sp s 4
383 Sp 2
384 w 2
385 w 2
387 Sp 2
388 w 2
389 F w Sp s 4
390 Sp 3
402
'HYSICS
?HYS 206A
?HYS 206B
W
404 s 2
420 Sp 4
427 s 4
475 F W Sp s
476 W s
500 4
501 F Sp s 4
502 F w. Sp 4
503 w s 4
504 F w s 4
509 Sp s 4
525 F w Sp s
w
Title
Ethical Theory
Seminar in History of Philosophy
Seminar in Problems of Philosophy
Orientation
Kinesiology
Physical Education for the Atypical
Student
Playground Leadership
Officiating Techniques
Officiating Techniques
Officiating Techniques
Principles of Physical Education
Camp and Community Leadership
Camping Education
Teaching Physical Education in the
Elementary School
History and Physical Education
Organization and Administration of
Physical Education and Athletics
Techniques of Teaching Swimming
Organization and Administration of
Community Recreation
Tests and Measurements in P.E.
Care and Prevention of Athletic
Injuries
Methods and Materials in Secondary
Schools
Outdoor Group Games
Rhythmical Activities
Indoor Group Games
Developmental Skills
Self Testing Activities
Affiliation in Physical Education
Evaluation Techniques in the Elem.
School
Organization and Administration of
Intramural and Extramural Activities
Workshop in Dance for Teachers
Physiological Effects of Motor
Activity
P.E. for the Handicapped
Individual Research
Teaching Athletic Skills
Techniques in Research
Curriculum in Physical Education
Foundations of Motor Skills
Seminar in Physical Education
Problems in Physical Education
Supervision of Health and P.E.
Readings in Physical Education
College Physics
College Physics
Cours e Offered Hrs.
PHYS 206C Sp 5
PHYS 211A F W 4
PHYS 211B w s 4
PHYS 211C Sp 4
PHYS 212A F w 1
PHYS 212B w s 1
PHYS 212C Sp 1
PHYS 3 0A F s 4
PHYS 300B F s 1
PHYS 301A F 4
PHYS 301B w 4
PHYS 304 F 4
PHYS 305A w 4
PHYS 305B Sp
PHYS 310 W 4
PHYS 311 W 1
PHYS 316 5
PHYS 320 Sp 4
PHYS 375 Sp
PHYS 404 w 3
PHYS 415A w 4
PHYS 415B Sp 4
PHYS 415C s 4
PHYS 418 w Sp s
PHYS 420 F Sp s
PHYS 435 F 3
PHYS 445A s 4
PHYS 445B 4
PHYS 450 Sp 4
PHYS 510A F 3
PHYS 510B w 3
PHYS 510C Sp 3
PHYS 530A w 3
PHYS 530B Sp 3
PHYS 530C s 3
PHYS 531A F 3
PHYS 531B w 3
PHYS 531C Sp 3
PHYS 540 3
PHYS 560 3
PHYS 570 s 3
PHYS 575 Sp
PHYS 580 Sp
PHYS 590 F w Sp s
PRODUCTION
PROD 460 F w Sp 4
PROD 461 F w Sp s 4
PROD 462 w Sp 4
PROD 463 w Sp s 4
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC 211A F w Sp s 4
PSYC 211B F w Sp s 4
Title
College Physics
University Physics
University Physics
University Physics
University Physics Lab.
University Physics Lab.
University Physics Lab.
Introduction to Modern Physics
University Physics Lab. IV
Mechanics
Mechanics
Thermodynamics and Kinetic Theory
Intro, to Electromagnetic Field
Theory
Intro, to Electromagnetic Field
Theory
Physical Optics
Optics Lab.
History of Physics
Special Relativity
Seminar
Intro, to Statistical Mechanics
Wave Mechanics
Atomic Physics
Nuclear Physics
Modern Physics Lab.
Special Projects
Plasma Physics
X-Ray Crystallography
X-Ray Crystallography
Intro, to Solid-State Physics
Classical Mechanics
Classical Mechanics
Classical Mechanics
Electromagnetic Theory
Electromagnetic Theory
Electromagnetic Theory
Quantum Mechanics
Quantum Mechanics
Quantum Mechanics
Nuclear Physics
Statistical Mechanics
Solid State Physics
Graduate Seminar
Selected Topics in Physics
Research Physics
Production Management
Methods Design and Work Measurement
Production Planning and Control
Advanced Production Management
Principles and Methods of Psych.
Principles and Methods of Psych.
Course Offered
F W Sp S
Hrs.
'SYC 301 4
3SYC 303 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 304 F 4
>SYC 305 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 307 F W Sp s 4
3SYC 311 F W Sp s 4
'SYC 312 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 313 F Sp 4
>SYC 314 W 4
>SYC 320 F Sp 4
>SYC 404 Sp 4
>SYC 406 s 4
>SYC 407 W 4
>SYC 408 s 4
>SYC 409 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 420 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 421 F W s 4
>SYC 431 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 432 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 440 F W Sp s 4
>SYC 451 W 4
>SYC 461 W 4
>SYC 465 F W Sp s 4
»SYC 471 W s 4
•SYC 473 W 4
•SYC 474 F 4
•SYC 479 s 4
•SYC 490 F W Sp s
•SYC 495 As needed
•SYC 501A F 4
•SYC 501B W 4
'SYC 501C Sp 4
'SYC 512 W 4
•SYC 514A Sp 4
•SYC 514B s 4
'SYC 520 F 4
•SYC 521 W 4
»SYC 522 Sp 4
»SYC 530 F 4
'SYC 531 W
'SYC 537 Sp 4
'SYC 541A F Sp 4
»SYC 541B W s
•SYC 543A Sp 4
•SYC 543B 2
•SYC 552 Sp 4
•SYC 556 2
•SYC 561 • Sp 4
•SYC 564 Sp 4
•SYC 571 Sp 4
•SYC 590 F w Sp s
'SYC 591 F w Sp s
•SYC 593 F w Sp s
•SYC 593S F w Sp s
>SYC 598 Sp 2
>SYC 599 F w Sp s
Title
Child Psychology
Adolescent Psychology
Maturity and Old Age
Intro, to Personality Dynamics
Social Psychology
Experimental Psychology: Learning
Experimental Psychology: Perception
Experimental Psychology: Motivation
Experimental Psychology: Comparative
and Physiological
Industrial Psychology
Theories of Perception
Learning Processes
Theories of Learning I
Theories of Motivation
History and Systems
Experimental Analysis of Behavior
Psychological Tests and Measurements
Psychopathology
Mental Hygiene
Theories of Personality
Advanced Child Psychology
Advanced Social Psychology
Group Dynamics and Individual
Behavior
Work Methods and Measurement
Personnel Psychology
Psychology of Employee Relations
Psychology of Industrial Conflict
Independent Projects
Seminar: Selected Topics
Proseminar in General Psychology
Proseminar in General Psychology
Proseminar in General Psychology
Sensory Processes
Physiological Psychology
Physiological Psychology
Research Design and Inference I
Research Design and Inference II
Research Design and Inference III
Personality Theory and Dynamics
Advanced Psychopathology
Counseling and Psychotherapy
Psychodiagnostics I
Psychodiagnostics I
Psychodiagnostics II
Psychodiagnostics II
Experimental Child Psychology
Psychological Treatment of the Child
Social Influence Processes
Communication and Group Behavior
Industrial Motivation and Morale
Readings in Psychology
Research in Psychology
Practicum in Psychology
Practicum in Psychology
School Psychology
Ethical and Professional Problems
in Psychology
Thesis
Course Offered Hrs Title
QUANTITATIVE METHODS
QM
QM
210
211
F Sp
W Sp S
4
4
QM 510 F 4
QM 511 W 4
Probability in Decision Making
Statistical Analysis for Business
Decisions
Statistical Analysis for Decision
Making
Quantitative Methods for Decision
Making
REHABILITATION
REHB 480 F
REHB 511 F
REHB 519
REHB 531
REHB 541
REHB 561
REHB 580
REHB 585
REHB 589
Sp 2
w 2
s 2
w 2
W Sp s
Sp s
Sp s
Introduction to Rehabilitation
Vocational Choice
Selection, Placement, and Follow-up
Vocational Appraisal
Medical Aspects of Rehabilitation
Psycho-Social Aspects of Disability
Practicum in Rehabilitation Services
Practicum in Rehabilitation
Counseling
Internship in Rehabilitation
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SC&T 390 F W Sp s
SC&T 400 w 3
SC&T 401A s 5
SC&T 401B 5
SC&T 402 Sp 4
SC&T 403A w 3
SC&T 403B Sp 3
SC&T 4 6A s 5
SC&T 406B 5
SC&T 415 F w Sp s
SC&T 510 3
SC&T 511 2
Science and Technology Honors
Classical Physics
Classical Mechanics
Classical Mechanics
Modern Physics
Techniques of Physics
Techniques of Physics
Math Physics for the Teacher
Math Physics for the Teacher
Instructional Techniques
Physical Geometric Optics
Optics Laboratory
SECONDARY EDUCATION
ED S 315 F W Sp S 4 High School Methods
ED S 352D F W Sp S 8- 16 Secondary Student Teaching Art
ED S 352D F W Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Biology
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Business
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Chemistry
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Economics
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching English
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching For. Lan.
ED S 352D, F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Gen. Sci
.
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Geography
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Govt,
ED S 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Health Ed.
ED s 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching History
ED s 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching H Ec.
ED s 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching In. Ed,
ED s 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Journalism
ED s 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Math
ED s 352D F w Sp s Secondary Student Teaching Music
Course
F
ffere a
s
Hrs.
3D S 352D W Sp
3D S 352D F w Sp s
id s 352D F w Sp s
3D S 352D F w Sp s
CD S 352D F w Sp s
3D S 352D F w Sp s
3D S 352D F w Sp s
:d s 352D F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s 4-8
id s 352E F w Sp s
:d s 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
ID S 352E F w Sp s
id s 352E F w Sp s
3D S 352E F w Sp s
]D S 352E F w Sp s
ID S 352E F w Sp s
id s 352E F w Sp s
id s 352E F w Sp s
ID S 352E F w Sp s
id s 352E F w Sp s
]D S 352E F w Sp s
:d s 352E F w Sp s
ID S 352E F w Sp s
:d s 352E F w Sp s
2D S 407 w s 4
:d s 440 w s
id s 480 F w Sp s 4
ID s 487 F 4
ID s 488 F Sp 4
id s 505 F w Sp s 4
ID S 507 F w Sp s
ID S 508 F w Sp s 4
ID S 509 F w Sp s
ID S 514 w 4
ID S 518 F s
ID S 521A F Sp s 4
ID S 521B F w s 4
ID S 521C w Sp 4
ID S 550 4
ID S 553 F w Sp
ID S 562 F w Sp s 4
ID S 564 4
ID S 567A F 4
ID S 567B w 4
Title
Secondary Student Teaching Nursing
Secondary Student Teaching P.E.
Secondary Student Teaching Physics
Secondary Student Teaching Sociology
Secondary Student Teaching Social
Studies
Secondary Student Teaching Speech
Secondary Student Teaching Library
Science
Secondary Student Teaching Psychology
Advanced Student Teaching Art
Advanced Student Teaching Biology
Advanced Student Teaching Business
Advanced Student Teaching Chemistry
Advanced Student Teaching Economics
Advanced Student Teaching English
Advanced Student Teaching For. Lan.
Advanced Student Teaching Gen. Sci
.
Advanced Student Teaching Geography
Advanced Student Teaching Government
Advanced Student Teaching Health Ed.
Advanced Student Teaching History
Advanced Student Teaching H Ec.
Advanced Student Teaching In. Ed.
Advanced Student Teaching Journalism
Advanced Student Teaching Math
Advanced Student Teaching Music
Advanced Student Teaching P.E.
Advanced Student Teaching Physics
Advanced Student Teaching Sociology
Advanced Student Teaching Social
Studies
Advanced Student Teaching Speech
Advanced Student Teaching Library
Science
Advanced Student Teaching Psychology
The Jr. High School
Teaching Reading in High School
Backgrounds of Urban Education
Natural Sciences in Secondary Schools
Social Studies in Secondary Schools
Improvement of Reading Instruction
Readings in Reading
Seminar: Trends in Selected Areas
Practicum in Reading
Reading
Supervision of Student Teachers
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading
Disabilities
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading
Disabilities
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading
Disabilities
Core Curriculum in the Secondary
School
Practicum in Urban Education
High School Curriculum
High School Principalship
Teaching Competencies Application
Teaching Competencies Application
Course Offered Hrs.
ED S 567C Sp 4
ED S 570 4
ED S 575A F W Sp S
ED S 575B F W Sp s
ED S 575C F W Sp s
ED S 575D F W Sp s
ED S 575E F W Sp s
ED S 575F F W Sp s
ED S 575G F W Sp s
ED S 575H F W Sp s
ED S 575J F W Sp s
ED S 591 Sp s 4
ED S 596 F W Sp s
ED S 597 F W Sp s
Title
Teaching Competencies Application
Extra-Class Activities
Individual Research in Curriculum
Individual Research in Supervision
Individual Research in Lang. Arts
Individual Research in Science
Individual Research in Reading
Individual Research in Soc . Studies
Individual Research in Secondary Ed
Individual Research in Higher Educ
.
Individual Research in Jr. College
Current Problems in Secondary Educ.
Independent Investigation
Thesis
SOCIAL WELFARE
socw 375 W s 4
socw 383 F Sp 4
socw 389
socw 481 F s 4
socw 482 Sp 4
SOCIOLOGY
SOC 241 4
soc 301 F W Sp s 4
soc 302 F w Sp s 4
soc 306 4
soc 308 3
soc 312 w Sp 4
soc 320 w Sp s 4
soc 321 F w Sp s 4
soc 322 4
soc 332 Sp 4
soc 333 4
soc 335 F 4
soc 338 4
soc 340 w s 4
soc 351 w 4
soc 371 w 4
soc 372 F 4
soc 373 4
soc 374 Sp 4
soc 388 3
soc 396 F w Sp s
soc 405 F w Sp 4
soc 406 4
soc 412 4
soc 424 4
soc 426 F 4
soc 427 F 4
soc 435 Sp 4
soc 438 4
soc 450 4
soc 451 F w Sp 4
soc 453 4
soc 470C 4
Social Welfare as a Social
Institution
Introduction to Interviewing
Readings in Social Welfare
Processes in Social Work
Social Work in Selected Agencies
Marriage and Parenthood
Principles of Sociology
Contemporary Social Problems
Social Control
Statistics for Social Science
Sociological Research
Race and Minority Group Relations
Socialization of the Individual
Propaganda and Public Opinion
Social Organization
Community Organization
Urban Sociology
Industrial Sociology
The Family
Sociology of Religion
Population and Migration
Criminology
Juvenile Delinquency
Sociology of Education
Inter-Group Relations
Readings in Sociology
Current Sociology
Social Change
Sociological Research
Collective Behavior
Sociological Behavior and Personality
Personality and Social Adjustment
Social Stratification
Sociology of Occupations
Sociology of Knowledge
Social Thought II: Movement
Social Movements
Urban Planning
ourse Offe2red Hrs.
OC 472 W 4
OC 4 83 3
OC 4 84 Sp S 4
OC 485 6
OC 489A 3
OC 489B 4
OC 501 4
OC 504 4
OC 506 w 4
OC 519 Sp
OC 521 4
OC 534 4
OC 538 4
OC 542 F 4
OC 596 F W Sp S
OC 599 F W Sp S
Title
Treatment and Prevention of Crime
Current Problems in Corrections
Marriage Counseling
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention
American Correction System
Probation, Classification, and Parole
Survey of Sociological Theory
Seminar in American Sociology
Seminar in Contemporary Sociological
Theory
Methodological Foundations of Social
Science
Seminar in Social Psychology
Seminar in Intergroup Relations
Seminar in Industrial Sociology
Seminar on the Family
Readings in Sociology
Thesis
PECIAL EDUCATION
P E 351D F Sp Elementary Student Teaching
PEECH
PCH 104 F Sp 4
PCH 202 W 3
PCH 205 F 3
PCH 224 F Sp 4
PCH 301 F 4
PCH 303 Sp 4
PCH 406 W 4
PCH 407A Sp 4
PCH 40 7B w 4
PCH 408 w 4
PCH 441 s 4
PCH 449 Sp 4
Training of the Speaking Voice
Principles of Discussion
Principles of Argumentation and
Debate
Communicative Reading
Persuasion
Business and Professional Speaking
Teaching Speech in Secondary School
History of American Public Address
History of American Public Address
Psychology of Speech
Teaching Speech in the Elem. School
General Semantics
PEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
PPA 200 F W Sp S 4
PPA 203 Sp S 4
PPA 212 F s 4
PPA 318 W 4
PPA 319 W 4
PPA 405A F s 4
PPA 405B W 4
PPA 405C Sp 4
PPA 406 W 4
PPA 412 Sp 4
PPA 414 F 4
PPA 415 W
Phonetics
Intro, to Speech Science
Articulatory Problems and Delayed
Speech
Voice and Cleft Palate
Stuttering
Practicum in Speech and Hearing
Therapy
Practicum in Speech and Hearing
Therapy
Practicum in Speech and Hearing
Therapy
Interpretation of Hearing Tests
Cerebral Palsy
Anatomy and Physiology of Speech
and Hearing Mechanisms
Aphasia
Course Off ered Hrs.
1
SPPA 416 F 4
SPPA 419 Sp 4
SPPA 428 F Sp S 4
Title
Introduction to Audiology
Communication Problems of the Deaf
and Hard of Hearing
Speech Correction for the Classroom
Teacher
TELEVISION-RADIO
TV-R 100 Sp 4
TV-R 200 F 4
TV-R 201A F W 4
TV-R 201B W s 4
TV-R 202 F 4
TV-R 300 F Sp 5
TV-R 301 F w Sp 5
TV-R 302 F w 4
TV-R 303 w 4
TV-R 400 Sp 4
TV-R 401 w s 4
TV-R 402 Sp 4
TV-R 403 Sp s 4
TV-R 404 w 4
TV-R 405 F w 4
TV-R 406 Sp s 4
TV-R 407 w 4
THEATER
THEA 100 F w Sp s
THEA 200 F w Sp s
THEA 300 F w Sp s
THEA 400 F w Sp s
THEA 404 s 2
THEA 410 F s 3
Process and Effects
Survey of Broadcasting
Broadcast Writing Radio
Broadcast Writing Television
Broadcast Performance
Radio Production
Television Production
Broadcast News
Broadcast Advertising
Seminar in Mixed Media
Criticism in the Public Arts
Seminar in Broadcast Management
Seminar in Educational Broadcasting
Research in Broadcasting
Television Documentary
Special Events
International Broadcasting
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Workshop in Dance for Teachers
Children's Theater
8/69/500


